There exists a kind of trajectories of dynamic geographic phenomena, which have splitting, merging, or merging-splitting branches. Clustering these complex trajectories may help to more deeply explore and analyze the evolution mechanism of geographic phenomena. However, few methods explore the clustering patterns of such trajectories. Thus, we propose a Process-oriented Spatiotemporal Clustering Method (PoSCM) for clustering complex trajectories with multiple branches. The PoSCM includes the following three parts: the first represents the trajectories with a ''process-sequence-node'' structure inspired by a process-oriented semantic model; the second designs a hierarchical similarity measurement method to calculate the similarity of space, time, thematic attributes and evolution structure between any two trajectories; the last uses a density-based clustering algorithm to mine the trajectories' clustering patterns. Simulation experiments are used to evaluate PoSCM and to demonstrate the advantages by comparing against that of the VF2 algorithm. A case study of sea surface temperature abnormal variation (SSTAV) trajectories in the Pacific Ocean is addressed. The clustering results not only validate well-known knowledge but also provide some new insights about the evolution characteristics of SSTAVs during El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO); these insights may provide new references for further study on global climate change.
I. INTRODUCTION
Geographical phenomena are dynamic and complex [1] , [2] . There exists a type of dynamic geographic phenomena that not only has spatiotemporal continuity [3] , [4] but also may have complex evolutionary behaviors along with dynamic changes, e.g., ocean eddies, storm events, and marine anomaly variations. Such phenomena are closely related to global climate change, the dynamic environment in ocean and natural disasters [5] - [7] . Advanced earth observation technologies make it possible to obtain and further analyze this type of dynamic phenomena [8] . Abstracting these dynamic geographic phenomena into trajectories and extracting the spatiotemporal patterns of such trajectories The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jeonghwan Gwak .
can more intuitively reflect the characteristics of their spatiotemporal dynamic evolution. Trajectory clustering, as an important component of data mining tools, is widely used to discover the potential movement characteristics of dynamic geographic phenomena [9] , [10] . The trajectory clustering patterns of such dynamic phenomena may reveal the evolution mechanism and their relationship with global climate change signals, such as El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events, which are crucial for monitoring global climate change and regional disasters [11] , [12] .
Because of the complex evolution behaviors of such dynamic phenomena [3] , [13] , their trajectory may have splitting, merging, or merging-splitting branches, as shown in Figure 1 . We define this type of trajectory as a complex trajectory. In recent decades, the research on identification of trajectory clusters has achieved good effects in urban VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ traffic planning, analysis of human travel patterns, disaster prevention and many other fields [14] - [17] . However, it is challenging to extend these methods directly to the complex trajectories. The limitations are summarized in two aspects: 1) the traditional representation model has difficulty representing trajectories with splitting and/or merging and/or merging-splitting branches; 2) there is a lack of a measuring method for complex trajectories that can obtain not only the similarity of space, time and thematic attributes but also the evolutionary structures. Thus, we present a Process-oriented Spatiotemporal Clustering Method (PoSCM) to address these issues, and it contains a new representation method based on geographical process semantics and a hierarchical similarity measuring approach. The main contributions of our study include the following: 1) we proposed a process-oriented representation model based on geographical process semantics for representing complex trajectories. This representation model not only retains the evolutionary structure and spatiotemporal characteristics of dynamic phenomena but also further reduces the complexity of the original trajectory, which makes the similarity measurement and cluster identification easier; 2) a hierarchical similarity measurement method is designed for obtaining the similarity of space, time, thematic attributes and evolutionary structure between complex trajectories. This method provides a comprehensive measurement strategy for measuring the multi-attribute similarity of the spatiotemporal evolution process; 3) we have found some interesting trajectory clustering patterns of sea surface temperature anomaly variations in the Pacific Ocean. These patterns could reveal their evolution characteristics during ENSO events, which may provide new references for large scale global change studies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the related works on the trajectory clustering of geographical phenomena. Section III describes three key parts of PoSCM in detail. Section IV presents simulation experiments on PoSCM and compares PoSCM with the VF2 algorithm. A case study on sea surface temperature anomaly trajectories in the Pacific Ocean is addressed in Section V. In addition, Section VI summarizes our conclusions and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Similarity measurement is fundamental to trajectory clustering [9] , [18] . To measure similarities among different types of trajectory data, the trajectory representation is a crucial preliminary work [19] , [20] . Based on the similarity between trajectories, most of research groups trajectories into clusters by various clustering algorithms. Thus, trajectory representation, similarity measurement and clustering algorithms are three key parts of trajectory clustering, and the following introduces the works related to them.
A. REPRESENTATION OF THE TRAJECTORY
The existing representations of trajectories can be divided into four categories: vector, probabilistic distribution, matrix and graph. The vector representation is the most traditional and most frequently used, it represents the trajectory as a series of positions with a linear arrangement in a chronological order. That is widely used in the clustering of animal migration paths [21] , hurricane/typhoon path clustering [14] , [22] , etc. The second representation treats trajectories as samples of a probabilistic distribution. It is often used for feature extraction of trajectory before clustering. Li et al. [23] proposed a trajectory directional histogram to describe the statistic directional distribution of trajectories for coarse-to-fine clustering; Wan et al. [24] estimated human upper body motions based on the probability distribution of arm trajectories. Some researchers also transform trajectories into a matrix for mining patterns. What the row, column and element represent are the keys to the matrix representation. Zheng et al. [25] used a user-location matrix representation to predict a user's interests in an unvisited location; Shang et al. [26] estimated the travel speed on each road segment based on this representation.
The objects represented by these three types of representation models have the following two characteristics. The first is that they are an entirety without physical structure changes during the whole moving process, and the second is that they can move freely in a two-dimensional space. Graph-based representation uses the nodes and edges to abstractly represent the trajectory, where the nodes represent trajectory recording points, and the edges represent relationships between connected points. In consideration of the constraints of road network, some studies use the graph to represent the vehicle trajectory for recognizing network trip patterns [16] , [27] . In addition, Wang et al. [28] also tried to use the graph to represent a trajectory with multiple branches, which gives a new idea to represent evolution structure of complex trajectories.
B. SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT FOR TRAJECTORY CLUSTERING
There are various classified methods for the similarity measurement of trajectories [29] . We divide the similarity measurements into two parts according to whether the overall similarities of trajectories are measured or not. The first part is the distance between two entire trajectories. The Euclidean distance [30] , dynamic time warping distance [31] , edit distance [32] , longest common subsequence distance [33] , Hausdorff distance [34] are commonly used to measure the similarity between trajectories. The second part is the distance between trajectory segments and mainly measures the partial similarity between trajectories. The distance composed of three components proposed by Lee et al. [35] is a classically used measurement for detecting similar portions of trajectories.
These traditional measurements are geared to trajectories represented as a linear series. For trajectories with complex structures, the graph edit distance [36] and graph isomorphism [37] based on graph theory provide a new perspective to measure the structural similarity of trajectories. Wang et al. [28] proposed a method for measuring the topological structure similarity between complex trajectories inspired by graph matching algorithm and given a case study of ocean eddies in the South China Sea for identifying multiple common structure models of the eddies. Although these measurements can compare the differences in the evolution structures of trajectories, there is a lack of a comprehensive measurement strategy considering changes in the evolutionary structure, spatial distribution, and thematic attributes along time for complex trajectories.
C. CLUSTERING ALGORITHM FOR TRAJECTORY
Most trajectory clustering studies commonly use the hierarchy-based, density-based or model-based clustering algorithms to group trajectories into clusters according to their similarity. Hierarchy-based clustering algorithms group trajectories into clusters based on different aggregation rules. Fu et al. [38] proposed a hierarchical clustering framework to classify vehicle motion trajectories in real traffic video based on their pairwise similarities; Besse et al. [39] used a hierarchical clustering algorithm to obtain trajectory clusters under different distance measures. Density-based clustering algorithms connect trajectory cores and their neighbors into clusters according to their density connectivity. The adaptive determination of parameters and the reduction of complexity are the focus of related research for this kind of algorithm [40] , [41] . Lee et al. [35] used Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) [42] to cluster the discrete trajectory segments for exploration of partial clustering characteristics; To realize adaptive parameter determination, Kumar and Reddy et al. [41] proposed an adaptive clustering approach based on grid and density for trajectory clustering. Model-based clustering algorithms assume the trajectory to be a random sample from the underlying mixture model and assign each trajectory to the cluster by membership probabilities. Yang and Jiang [43] proposed the Hidden Markov Model-based clustering ensemble [44] to find real-world motion trajectory clustering patterns; Kowaleski and Evans [10] used the Regression Mixture Model to obtain the partition characteristics of hurricanes for multimode ensemble forecasts.
III. METHODOLOGY
Representation, similarity measurement and clustering are three key parts for the identification of a trajectory cluster. PoSCM also contains these main parts, and it designs a new representation model and a comprehensive similarity measure to cluster the complex trajectory. Figure 2 shows the overall framework of PoSCM. The input is a set of complex trajectories, the first part of PoSCM provides a process-oriented representation model to represent trajectories based on geographical process semantics. Then, based on the trajectories after representation, PoSCM calculates the similarity matrix by a hierarchical measurement method. The final part of PoSCM obtains the trajectory clustering patterns through a density-based clustering algorithm based on the similarity matrix. The following sections give detailed descriptions of the key parts.
A. PROCESS-ORIENTED REPRESENTATION OF TRAJECTORY
According to the geographical process semantics [2] , [3] , a dynamic geographic phenomenon can be depicted as a process that consists of one to several evolution sequences, and there are two or more similar states in each evolution sequence. Inspired by this, a process-oriented representation method is proposed for the complex trajectory based on the semantic of ''process trajectory -sequence trajectory -trajectory node''. The definitions of these concepts are as follows.
Definition 1 (Process Trajectory): we define the whole trajectory as a process trajectory (PT), which consists of one or several sequence trajectories. The PT describes not only the trend of the whole movement but also the change of the evolutionary structure.
Definition 2 (Sequence Trajectory): Each branch of the PT is defined as a sequence trajectory, e.g., (p1→p2→p3→p4), (p9→p12→p14) in Figure 1 .
According to evolution property [3] , the trajectory points in each sequence trajectory are the abstraction of the geographic objects in each state, and these trajectory points have a similar movement tendency and spatial structure.
Therefore, a sequence trajectory can be represented by two trajectory points, i.e., starting and ending.
Definition 3 (Trajectory Node): the starting and ending points of sequence trajectories are defined as the trajectory nodes. Except for the production and termination trajectory points (e.g., p1, p9, p17, or p20 in trajectory of Figure 1 ), each trajectory node links two or more sequence trajectories and represents the moving behavior change of the dynamic phenomena.
Based on the position of a trajectory node in sequence trajectories, this study defines the following five types of trajectory node:
Production: the type of a trajectory node is production, if it is only a starting of one sequence trajectory, e.g., p1, p9 in Figure 1 .
Termination: the type of a trajectory node is termination, if it is only an ending of one sequence trajectory, e.g., p17, p20 in Figure 1 .
Splitting: the type of a trajectory node is splitting, if it is a starting of multiple sequence trajectories, and an ending of one sequence trajectory, e.g., p4 in Figure 1 .
Merging: the type of a trajectory node is merging, if it is a starting of one sequence trajectory, and an ending of multiple sequence trajectories, e.g., p14 in Figure 1 .
Merging-splitting: the type of a trajectory node is mergingsplitting, if it is a starting of multiple sequence trajectories, and an ending of multiple sequence trajectories, e.g., p13
in Figure 1 .
It should be noted that, if the trajectory node is only a starting of multiple sequence trajectories, its node type is Splitting, and if the trajectory node is only an ending of multiple sequence trajectories, its node type is Merging.
In summary, the representation model of a complex trajectory is according to Equation (1), where PT is the complex trajectory, and Si (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) is its sequence trajectories represented as Si N S i , N E i , the N S i and N E i are starting trajectory node and ending trajectory node, respectively. The trajectory node records all attributes of geographical object at the current, including spatial location (x, y), time information (T ), node type (nodetype), and multiple thematic attributes (attribute). Figure 3 gives an example to illustrate this representation model using the trajectory in Figure 1 . Suppose the trajectory is PT i , based on the process-oriented representation, PT i consists of six sequence trajectories where S2 actually represents two sequence trajectories; however, the node type of p4 (Splitting) and p13 (Merging-splitting) can reflect that there are at least two sequential trajectories between them, so S2 is recorded once. We choose S4 as an example to show the representation of the sequence trajectory and the others are similar to it. Therefore, PT i can be represented as follows:
B. HIERARCHICAL SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT METHOD
According to the semantic of ''process trajectory -sequence trajectory -trajectory node'', the similarity between the whole processes is derived from the similarities of their trajectory sequences, and the sequences similarity is based on the trajectory nodes they contain. Thus, we design a Hierarchical Similarity Measurement Method (HSMM) using a hierarchical idea ''similarity of trajectory node → similarity of sequence trajectory → similarity of PTs'' to calculate the multi-attribute similarity matrix of PTs (as shown in Figure 4 ). Similarity of the trajectory node is the first level of HSMM which includes four types of similarity measurements, i.e. the space, time, thematic attributes and structure of the trajectory node. For measuring spatial proximity, we use the Euclidean distance to calculate the spatial distance, and the two trajectory nodes are similar in space if their space distance is less than the threshold α space ; otherwise, they are dissimilar in space. The equation is as follows, where N i (x i , y i ) and N j (x j , y j ) are two trajectory nodes, and M space () is the spatial similarity of two trajectory nodes.
For measuring the temporal similarity of trajectory nodes, a direct calculation of the time distance is the simplest case; however, most dynamic geographic phenomena have periodicity and a temporal multiple scale. Hence, the temporal similarity measurement must remove the influence of periodicity and calculate on the same time scale. Equation (3) measures the temporal similarity between two trajectory nodes, N i (T i ) and N j (T j ). M time () is the temporal similarity of two trajectory nodes, T p is the cycle, and T i and T j must be on the same time scale, e.g., the annual scale. The two trajectory nodes are similar in time if their time distance is less than the threshold α time , otherwise, they are dissimilar in time.
For similarity measurement of the evolution structure, the trajectory nodes with the same node type are similar and vice versa. In addition, the Production and Termination nodes are similar to any other type, but they are not similar to each other, which makes the structure similarity measurement more comprehensive. As Equation (4) shows, N i (Nodetype i ) and N j (Nodetype j ) are two trajectory nodes, and M structure () is the structure similarity of two trajectory nodes.
For similarity measurement of thematic attributes, there are two cases, i.e., if the thematic attribute is categorized as different types, the similarity measurement is the same as that of the structure; if not, the two trajectory nodes are similar in the thematic attribute if their absolute value distance of attributes is less than the threshold α attribute (this paper only discuss the former case). The formula is as follows, where N i (attribute i ) and Nj (attribute j ) are two trajectory nodes and M attribute () is the thematic attribute similarity of two trajectory nodes.
Overall, the similarity measurement of the space, time, thematic attributes and the structure between any two trajectory nodes is summarized as Equation (6), where m (m = 1, 2, 3, 4) represents any m measures of the four similarity measurements, and M k () is one of the M space (), M time (), M structure () and M attribute (). We can obtain different combinations of similarity measures. For example, if we choose the similarity measurement of space, time and structure at the same time, m is 3 and the trajectory nodes are similar (i.e., NodeSimilarity (N 
Similarity of the sequence trajectory is the second level of HSMM, which aims to obtain the set of similar sequence trajectory pairs (''similar pairs'' for short). Like the similarity measurement of the Origin-Destination flow data [45] , any two sequence trajectories are similar if their start and end trajectory nodes are similar at the same time. As Equation (7) shows, ST i (N s i , N E i ) and ST j (N s j , N E j ) are two sequence trajectories, N s i/j and N E i/j are the start and end trajectory nodes of each sequence trajectory, ST i and ST j are similar pairs when SqenceSimilarity (ST i , ST j ) = 1. Figure 5 shows similar/dissimilar cases of two sequence trajectories in space, time and structure, individually, and the combination of the above three measures.
Similarity of the PTs is the last level of HSMM to obtain the similarity between any two PTs based on the previous two levels. The idea is to find the connected structures from the set of similar pairs. A connected structure is defined as a set of sequence trajectories with shared trajectory nodes, where any two sequence trajectories can be connected directly or indirectly, and any two connected structures do not share trajectory nodes with each other. Clearly, there are multiple connected structures that can be obtained. HSMM uses the total number of sequence trajectories of all the connected structures to measure the similarity of two PTs.
We first propose a recursion method to obtain the connected structures, the steps are as follows:
Step 1: Select an unvisited similar pair (denoted by pair i ) from the set of similar pairs, and mark it as visited.
Step 2: Search for unvisited similar pairs (denoted by pair j ) that have the same starting or ending trajectory nodes as pair i . If pair j has the same sequence trajectory as pair i , continue to find the next pairs.
Step 3: Put pair j in the connected set, mark pair j as visited, replace pair i with pair j to go to step 2.
Step 4: Repeat step 2 and 3 until no new similar pairs are added to the connected set.
Step 5: Connect the sequence trajectories in the connected set and record the number of connected sequence trajectories (the connected sequence trajectories of only one PT are counted, e.g., the connected structure-1 in Figure 6 , the number is 4, not 8). Clear the connected set, then go to step 1.
Step 6: Repeat steps 1-5 until there are no unvisited similar pairs.
Equation (8) summarizes the similarity measurement of PTs, where PT m and PT n are any two PTs, the number of sequence trajectories of PT m and PT n are M and N , and SeqNum is the total number of sequence trajectories in their connected structures set. Figure 6 shows an example for the similarity calculation process of the third level. There are two connected structures based on similar pairs between PT 1 (suppose the total number of sequence trajectories is 15) and PT 2 (suppose the total number of sequence trajectories is 20), i.e., Connected structure-1 (the number of connected sequence trajectories is 4) and Connected structure-2 (the number of connected sequence trajectories is 7), so the total number of sequence trajectories in the connected structures set is 11. According to (8) , the similarity between PT 1 and PT PT 2 is: Trajecto-rySimilarity (PT 1, PT 2 ) = 11/(15 + 20 − 11) = 0.458.
According to the above discussion, the pseudocode of the HSMM is given as Algorithm 1. There are two parts of the HSMM. The first is to obtain similar pairs of two PTs, shown in lines 3 to 10. The functions SpaceMeasure (), TimeMeasure () and StructureMeasure () calculate similarity of the space, time and structure between sequence trajectories of two PTs. In lines 7 to 8, the similar sequence pairs with respect to the threshold α space and α time , are added to the set SimilarPairs. The second part of the HSMM algorithm is to calculate the similarity of any two PTs, as shown in lines 11 to 16 of Algorithm 1. The function GetConnect-edStructure () searches for the Connected-Structure from the SimilarPairs set and stores them into the Connected-StructureSet. The total number of sequence trajectories in the connected structures set SeqNum is summed via function GetNumber (). Based on the number of sequence trajectories of the two PTs and SeqNum, the function SimilarityMeasure () calculates the similarity between the PTs.
C. DENSITY-BASED TRAJECTORY CLUSTERING
As we do not focus on the discussion of advantages and disadvantages between different clustering algorithms, PoSCM uses DBSCAN to group the trajectories into clusters based on the similarity matrix A n×n (n is the total number of PTs) obtained from HSMM. DBSCAN includes two key parameters, i.e., the similarity threshold ε and the density core threshold Minpt.
This study determines the ε by referring to [7] and [40] , where the difference is that we sort the similarity value between each other instead of the K -nearest distance. If one trajectory is in a cluster, its similarity with most other trajectories should be greater than or equal to ε, and if one trajectory is a noise, its similarity with most of other trajectories should Algorithm 1 HSMM for Obtaining Similarity Matrix of PTs Input: Set of PTs, PT = {PT i |1 ≤ i ≤ n}; selection of similarity measurement, space + time + structure; spatial proximity threshold, α space ; and time distance threshold, α time . Output: Similarity matrix A n×n .
FOR each ST i of PT i and each ST j of PT j // ST i and ST j are sequence trajectories of PT i and PT j 4.
Space-distance = SpaceMeasure (ST i , ST j ); 5.
Time-distance = TimeMeasure (ST i , ST j ); 6.
Structure-distance=StructureMeasure (ST i , ST j ); 7.
IF Space-distance ≤ α space and Time-distance≤ α time and Structure-distance == 0 8.
SimilarPairs be less than ε. Thus, we can determine the similarity value as ε when it is at the critical value that distinguishes clusters and noise. Based on the similarity matrix, sort the similarity values between all trajectories in descending order and map this function in the graph. Next, find the first similarity value in the first ''valley'' of the graph [7] , [40] with the aid of a trend line, and that similarity value is ε.
Based on a balance between the clustering quality and the number of clusters inspired by [7] , Minpt is determined through finite experiments. The Minpt is an integer and should not be larger than the size of the largest cluster. If the Minpt is a small value, the number of small clusters that may be noise clusters will increase, and the intracluster difference will also increase. As the Minpt becomes larger, there may be fewer clusters. Therefore, we gradually increase the value of Minpt and calculate the proportion of trajectories in clusters to all trajectories. When this proportion is stable, it can be regarded as the optimum balance between the clustering quality and the number of clusters, and the corresponding Minpt is the reasonable choice.
Based on the two parameters, the trajectory clusters of PTs are identified by connecting the clustering cores and their neighbors according to their density connectivity. The pseudocode of the clustering algorithm is given as Algorithm 2. Lines 1 to 11 of Algorithm 2 perform the loop to obtain the CorePTs and the neighbors of each PT. Subsequently, clustering pattern of the PTs can be extracted via the ExpandCluster () function in lines 13 to 16.
IV. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS A. SIMULATED DATASETS
For evaluating PoSCM, we use a simulated dataset containing 18 trajectories with 285 trajectory points for the clustering experiments (as shown in Figure 7 ). There are four types of evolution structure in the simulated trajectories: trajectory without branches; trajectory with two merging branches and one splitting branch; trajectory with two splitting branches and one merging branch; and trajectory with one splitting branch, one merging-splitting branch and another splitting branch. These four types represent the maximum evolution structure, which means the evolution structure of a trajectory belonging to one of them has either the same or a sub/partialstructure of this type. Thus, the structure of trajectory 4, 5 and 10 belongs to the first type; the structure of trajectory 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 belongs to the second type, where trajectory 6 is the same as the maximum evolution structure and trajectory 1, 2, 3, 7 are sub/partial-structure of this type; the structure of trajectory 8, 9, 14, 15 and 18 belongs to the third kind, where trajectory 14 and 15 are the same as the maximum evolution structure and trajectory 8, 9, 18 are sub/partialstructure of this type; and the structure of trajectory 11, 12, 16 and 17 belongs to the fourth kind, where trajectory 12 is the same as the maximum evolution structure and trajectory 11, 16, 17 are sub/partial-structure of this type. The trajectory 13, which has a more complex structure than the others, is considered as the noise in the experiments. Figure 8 shows the process-oriented representation of these trajectories. First, we only consider the similarity of the structure to obtain the similarity matrix A S 18×18 (shown in Table 1 ), where A S ij = A S ji , A S ij is calculated by the HSMM. Based on the method mentioned in Section 3, part C, sort the value of A S ij in descending order and fit the trend line, as shown in Figure 9 (a), ε = 0.5 is the best choice. The simulated trajectories are clustered using different Minpt values. The relationship between different Minpt values and the proportion of trajectories in clusters to all trajectories is then determined, as shown in Figure 10 (a), Minpt is set to 3. Figure 11 (a) shows the clustering results of PoSCM based on the structural similarity. PoSCM discovers all four predefined clusters and the trajectory with a more complex structure than others (i.e., Tra-13) is identified as noise. We also use PoSCM to obtain trajectory clusters based on structural and spatial similarity. The threshold of the spatial similarity between sequence trajectories (i.e., α space ) need be determined first. Due to the complexity and differences in the dynamic geographic phenomena, it is difficult to selfadaptively determine how far apart the trajectories are in space to satisfy the similarity criterion, and it is also difficult to self-adaptively determine the threshold of temporal similarity (i.e., α time ) without any domain knowledge. Thus, the α space and α time must be subjectively determined based on prior knowledge. In this simulated experiment, we also heuristically determine the α space and set it to 2 • .
B. CLUSTERING RESULTS OF POSCM
Because of the space distance threshold α space , the similarity matrix A SS 18×18 (shown in Table 2 ) is different from A S 18×18 , e.g., A S 1,6 = 0.57 (the structural similarity between Tra-1 and Tra-6), but A SS 1,6 = 0. This is because that Tra-1 and Tra-6 have similar evolution structures, but relatively far from each other in space. The similarity values in A SS 18×18 are sorted in descending order to determine the ε (shown in Figure 9 (b)). As shown in Table 2 and Figure 9 (b), the 0 values and 1 values account for a larger proportion than the other values, which would make it difficult to find a reasonable critical value. Therefore, we only retain one 0 value and one 1 value for sorting, as shown in Figure 9 (c), ε can be set to 0.5. Minpt is set to 2 according to Figure 10 (b). Figure 11 (b) shows the clustering results of PoSCM based on the structural and spatial similarity, where the trajectories in each cluster have more similar structure and a smaller space distance.
C. COMPARISON BETWEEN PoSCM AND VF2
VF2 is a graph-match algorithm that examines the graph and subgraph isomorphisms [37] . VF2 can also obtain the similarity of structure between trajectories with branches [28] . The clustering step of the VF2 algorithm is implemented in the same way as PoSCM. The methods to determine the similarity threshold and density core threshold of the two algorithms are also the same. Figure 12 shows the clustering results of VF2. Comparing the clustering results shown in Figure 11 (a) and 12, both VF2 and PoSCM can find trajectory clusters with identical structures, such as trajectory 4, 5 and 10, trajectory 2, 3 and 7; additionally, trajectory clusters with consistent substructures can also be identified by both methods, such as trajectory 8, 9, 14 and 15. However, since VF2 requires that the in/out degree of two matching nodes must be consistent, it fails to detect the ''partial isomorphism'' [28] , e.g., the structure of trajectory 18 is very similar to trajectory 8 and 9, VF2 identified it as noise, while PoSCM performed well.
Because of the consideration of a multi-attribute similarity measurement, PoSCM can also obtain clusters based on the structural and/or spatial and/or temporal and/or thematic attribute similarity. Figure 11 (b) shows an example of clustering results that take the spatial and structural similarities into account by PoSCM. That is difficult for VF2 to implement. Thus, PoSCM not only has better clustering performance than VF2 in the identification of clusters with structural similarity, but PoSCM could also obtain clusters of complex trajectories based on multi-attribute similarity measurements.
In addition, we compare and analyze the complexity of the two algorithms. According to [37] , the complexity of VF2 is O(N! * N) in the worst-case, where N is the total number of trajectory points. The complexity of VF2 only considers obtaining graph and subgraph isomorphisms (i.e., similarity between two trajectories); thus, we only discuss the complexity of HSMM that is also the main component of the complexity of PoSCM. The complexity of HSMM depends on the total number of original trajectories (n) and sequence trajectories (m), as shown in Algorithm 1. In the worst-case, m is the number of global maximum sequence trajectories and there are m 2 similar pairs, and the complexity of HSMM is O (n 2 * (m 2 + m 2 )) = O(2 * n 2 * m 2 ). It is obvious that n and m are much smaller than N , which indicates that the PoSCM is more efficient than VF2 for large-scale datasets.
V. CASE STUDY OF SSTAV TRAJECTORIES IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN A. SSTAVS AND THEIR TRAJECTORY CLUSTERING PATTERNS
Sea surface temperature abnormal variations (SSTAV) refer to the abnormal increase or decrease of SST over a specified VOLUME 7, 2019 spatial domain and for a specified time [7] , e.g., the SST of western Pacific warm pool or east Pacific cold tongue during El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events. The SSTAVs are dynamic phenomena with complex behavior changes that are closely related to ENSO events [11] , [46] . The trajectory clusters of SSTAVs could describe its spatiotemporal evolution characteristics, which may provide references for the research on global climate change and provide new indicators for predicting extreme climate events.
B. STUDY AREA AND DATA DESCRIPTION
The Pacific Ocean from 100 • E to 60 • W and 50 • S to 50 • N is considered as the study area, where plays an important role in both climate change and sea-air interactions. The basic data are obtained from COBE SST products provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA, from their website at https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ [47] for the period from January 1950 to December 2017 with a spatial resolution of 1 • and a temporal resolution of 1 month. We use the dual-constraint spatiotemporal clustering approach [7] to explore the SSTAVs from the SST products and then to connect the centroids of continuous state objects to obtain the SSTAV trajectories ( Figure 13 shows one of these trajectories).
The multivariate ENSO index (MEI) [48] is used for the definition of ENSO events according to [49] . Nineteen El Niño events and twelve La Niña events over the period of 1950-2017 are obtained. The period of ENSO events would be used for the similarity measurement of time between the SSTAV trajectories and further analysis of the SSTAV trajectory clusters.
C. CLUSTERING RESULTS OF SSTAV TRAJECTORIES
In this case study, the combination of the evolution structure and time is the selection of similarity measurement. Although the SSTAVs are periodic, the cycle is not a definite value [50] , so we simplify the similarity measure of time for the SSTAV trajectories. Two SSTAV trajectories are temporally similar if they are both in El Niño /La Niña events. A SSTAV trajectory is in an El Niño / La Niña event if the overlap time of the trajectory and the El Niño / La Niña event is more than 60% of the trajectory duration. The similarity threshold ε and density core threshold Minpt are determined based on the method mentioned in Section 3, part C, and set ε = 0.65, Minpt = 4. The clustering results are shown in Figure 14 . The noises, including trajectories with extremely complex structure and trajectories not in ENSO events, are not shown. The trajectories shown in Figure 14 are not the original trajectories, but are trajectories based on the process-oriented representation, where the arrow points from the starting trajectory node to the ending one. For further analysis, we define the main structure of a cluster, which is the maximum shared structure of trajectories in a cluster. Based on this definition, four main structures are identified from these seven clusters (as shown in Figure 15 ). As shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 , the distribution of SSTAVs with no complex behaviors (structure 1) and fewer evolution behaviors (structure 2) is dispersed in the Pacific, and the SSTAVs with more complex behaviors (structure 3 and structure 4) are centrally distributed in the central and eastern Pacific. That clearly proves the complexity of the SST change and air-sea interaction in this region during ENSO events, which are well-known characteristics of SSTAs [51] , [52] .
Because of the strong responsiveness of the central and eastern Pacific (160 • E∼60 • W, 15 • S∼15 • N) to ENSO events, we project the clusters to this region and provide statistics on the responses of trajectories with different types of main structures to ENSO events. As shown in Table 3 , these seven clusters with four main structure types can reveal 87.1% of the ENSO events. Structure 3 accounts for the highest proportion revealing 41.94% of the ENSO events, which could be considered as the main evolution structure of the SSTAVs in the central and eastern Pacific during ENSO. The trajectory of SSTAV from Feb. 1997 to Jan. 1999 (shown in Figure 13 , and hereafter this trajectory is called Tra) is a member of Cluster 5, and structure 3 is its main evolution structure. We use Tra as an example to analyze the relationship between the evolution structure of SSTAV and ENSO process. As shown in Figure 16 , Tra has six sequence trajectories (i.e., S1-S6 in Figure 16 ), two merging behaviors and one splitting behavior. In June 1997, S2 and S3 merge into S4; in July 1997, S1, S4 and S5 merge into S6; and in Feb. 1998, S6 splits into S7 and S8. Figure 17 shows the relationship between MEI and the evolution process of Tra, where the merging behaviors correspond to the phase of continuous enhancement of El Niño and the splitting behavior correspond to the stage in which El Niño continues to weaken. This indicates that the evolutionary characteristics of Tra with structure 3 are strongly correlated with the El Niño process that occurred between 1997 to 1998.
VI. CONCLUSION
To extract the clustering patterns of complex trajectories of dynamic geographical phenomena, this paper proposed the PoSCM. Simulated and real datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of PoSCM. The main conclusions are as follows.
1) PoSCM presents a process-oriented representation model for complex trajectories of dynamic geographic phenomena based on the semantics of the ''process trajectorysequence trajectory -trajectory node''. It is a compact and applicable representation model, which not only summarizes the spatiotemporal evolution behaviors but also reduces the complexity of the original trajectory for clustering steps.
2) PoSCM develops a Hierarchical Similarity Measurement Method (HSMM) for measuring the multi-attribute similarity of the whole spatiotemporal evolution process. HSMM gives a comprehensive measurement that can obtain not only the similarity of the space, time and thematic attributes but also the evolutionary structure between complex trajectories.
3) Simulation experiments show that PoSCM can effectively explore trajectory clustering patterns of complex trajectories under multi-attributes and PoSCM can achieve better performance and lower complexity than the VF2 algorithm. 4) Using SST abnormal variation trajectories in the Pacific Ocean, PoSCM explores trajectory clustering patterns of SST abnormal variations, some of which are well-known patterns similar to those in the previous research. Moreover, the new finding that the evolutionary process of some SST abnormal variations in sensitive region is strongly correlated with the process of ENSO events, may provide new references for research on the mutual response and driving mechanisms behind between global climate change and marine abnormal variations.
The future work will focus on the further analysis of trajectory clustering patterns of SST abnormal variations. Based on these results, we will study the relationship between SST abnormal variations with different evolution progress and different types of ENSO events (i.e., CP/EP El Niño), and try to create a new discrimination method for ENSO types.
